Abstract. In this paper a classifying structure for the class of essentially »-normal operators on a separable Hubert space is introduced, and various invariance properties of this classifying structure are studied. The notion of a hypoconvex subset of the algebra "3E,, of all complex n x n matrices is defined, and it is shown that the set of all equivalence classes of essentially n-normal operators (under a natural equivalence relation), whose reducing essential n x n matricial spectrum is a given hypoconvex set, forms an abelian group. It is also shown that this correspondence between hypoconvex subsets of l9!l)1 and abelian groups is a homotopy invariant, (»variant functor. This result is then used to prove that Toeplitz operators (on strongly pseudoconvex domains) which have homotopic continuous matricial symbols, are unitarily equivalent up to compact perturbation.
1. Introduction. This paper contains the detailed account of some results already announced in [30] and some further progress that we have made since the publication of that announcement. Our interest in the subject arose from the celebrated paper [10] , and in [29] we started a program leading to generalizations of the various important concepts and fruitful ideas contained in [10] . In [26] , [27] and [30] we continued our program with a more concrete purpose (see also [13] ): to try to obtain a complete set of invariants for the class of essentially «-normal operators on separable Hubert space up to a reasonable equivalence relation. The present paper might be regarded as a further step toward this goal.
Let % be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hubert space and let £(3C) denote the algebra of all (bounded, linear) operators on %. Let %(%) denote the (closed) ideal of all compact operators on %, and let %: £(%) -* â(5C) denote the canonical homomorphism onto the quotient (Calkin) algebra 2-(3C) = £(%)/%(%) (when no confusion arises we will drop the subindex OC of w). Remark 1.3. As we shall see in §4, essentially «-normal operators arise naturally in the theory of generalized Toeplitz operators on strongly pseudoconvex domains. In [28] it was shown that two essentially binormal operators in £(3C) may be weakly equivalent but not strongly equivalent. Although the class of essentially «-normal operators is clearly left invariant by strong equivalence, the fact that weak equivalence also preserves essential «-normality is not so obvious and will be proved at the end of the present section.
In [27] it was shown that the reducing essential « X « spectrum constitutes a complete set of invariants, up to strong equivalence, for the class of «-normal operators in £(%). Definition 1.4. Let T G £(9C) and let C*(T) denote the C*-algebra generated by T and l^. The reducing essential « X « spectrum of T is defined as R"(T) = {£, G 91t": there exists a unital »-homomorphism<p: n[C*(T)] -> 91t" such that qmT = L) (see [26] and [13] ). Remark 1.5. If T is an essentially normal operator in £(9C), then it follows from [29, §6] that Re\T) coincides with the essential spectrum of T. Also, it is easy to show that if T and S are weakly equivalent operators, then R"(T) = R"(S). Notice that, in general, R"(T) = 0 for an arbitrary T in £(3C) (see [26, Remark 3 .11]), but if T is essentially «-normal, then necessarily R"{T) ¥= 0 [27, Theorem 3.5] . Thus, the reducing essential « X n matricial spectrum constitutes a nontrivial invariant, up to weak or strong equivalence, for the class of essentially «-normal operators in £(3C). Furthermore, it was shown in [27, Theorem 4.4 ] that if T is an essentially «-normal operator in £(3C), and S is an «-normal operator on % such that R"(S) c R"(T), then T © S ~, T. In particular, two «-normal operators T and S are strongly equivalent if and oniyifÄ;(r) = Ä;(S).
If T is an arbitrary operator in £(%) such that R"(T) = X # 0, then the following properties are easy to verify: (*) A" is a compact subset of "Dl^ which is invariant under unitary conjugation in €HL".
(**) If Lj G X, 1 < j < m, and P is a projection in £D1L>I (selfadjoint idempotent) such that PjLj = LjPp j = 1, 2, . . ., «?, and 2J_i 7y = 1, then Z'?_iPJLJ<=X,m= 1,2,.... Definition 1.6 . A nonempty subset X of 91t" which satisfies conditions (*) and (**) will be called hypoconvex (see [30] ). If y is an arbitrary nonempty compact subset of <31t>,, we denote by Y the smallest hypoconvex set containing Y and we call it the hypoconvex hull of Y.
Lemma 1.7. Let T and S be two essentially n-normal operators in £(9C). Then, Ren(T © S) = [Ren(T) u R?(S)]'.
Proof. Since R"(T © S) satisfies conditions (*) and (**), one inclusion is obvious. For the other inclusion, let L G R"(T © S) and suppose that L is written on some orthonormal basis of C" as the direct sum of its irreducible (via 1 © 0). Then L, = ywT = (0/rr)|O G R?(T), and hence R?-\T) *= 0 [12] . It follows that 2J_, © L, G [Äe"(T) u R"{S)]\ Definition 1.8. Let X c 9H" be a hypoconvex set and let EN¿(X) [resp., ENn(X)] be the set of all strong [resp., weak] equivalence classes [ T]s [resp., [T] ] of essentially «-normal operators T in £(%) such that R"(T) = A". Remark 1.9. Given two essentially «-normal operators T and S, it readily follows that T © S is also essentially «-normal. Thus, in view of Lemma 1.7, the following abelian operations can be defined on EN*(X) and EN"(X):
IT], + [S]s -[T © S], and [T] + [S] = [F © 5], where T © 5 has been
identified with an operator in £(%). From the results stated in Remark 1.5, it follows that EN¿(X) and ENn(X) are abelian semigroups whose neutral elements consist of the strong equivalence class and weak equivalence class containing all «-normal operators 5 such that R"(S) = X. It is immediate that the correspondence [ T]s -* [ T] defines a surjective homomorphism @:
The classification problem for essentially «-normal operators, up to weak equivalence [resp., strong equivalence], consists of computing ENn(X) [resp., EN¿(X)] for every hypoconvex set X. Although we do not solve the general problem in this paper, we present several interesting partial results, explicitly solving the classification problem for certain hypoconvex subsets of 'Dit,,. In §3 we shall prove that both EN¿(X) and ENn(X) are actually groups, and that ker 9 c Z/«Z. Furthermore, we shall show that EN¿(-) and ENn(-) are homotopy invariant covariant functors from the category of all hypoconvex subsets of <dii" into the category of abelian groups. An interesting corollary of this result is that EN*(<&") = £#"(<&") = {0} where <&" is the closed unit ball in ?nL". In §4 we use the homotopy invariance of EN¡¡(X) to show that if <p, \}/: ß -> 911,, are two continuous functions on a strongly pseudoconvex domain ß (with smooth boundary) such that [range <p)3ß]" = [range ip\dil]~= X, and <p|3ß and »p|3ß are in the same homotopy class of [3ß, X], then the corresponding Toeplitz operators defined by <p and ip, respectively, are strongly equivalent (that is they are unitarily equivalent up to compact perturbation).
Our next task is to present a direct proof that ENj¡(X) and EN"(X) are not empty for every hypoconvex X c "Dît,,. (An alternative proof, using extension theory, will be given in §3.) We shall need the following lemma whose proof (which we omit) can be obtained by using arguments similar to those employed in the proof of [26, Theorem 1.1]. Lemma 1.10 . Let % C £(%) be a unital separable C*-algebra and suppose there is a family {Pk: 1 < k < m) with m < N0, of mutually orthogonal projections in £(%) such that *2™-iPk = lgc and PkB = BPk, for every B G %, 1 < k < m. If <p: ®-> <31tn is an irreducible representation of % on C such that ® n %(%) C ker <p, then there exist n2 partial isometries WtJ in £(%), 1 < i,j < «, which form a system of matrix units in £(9C) and satisfy:
(i) The projection Q = 2"=1 W¡¡ has infinite rank and nullity,
(ii) BQ -QB G %(%),for every «Ê«, (in) QBQ -Sy.i IvBhjWij G %(%), where [yB]^ denotes the (i,j)th entry of the matrix q>B,for every 5ê9, (iv) W^ m P^jjor \<i,j<n,l<k<m.
The following theorem generalizes a theorem of Weyl [35] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1.11. Let {Lj} be a bounded sequence in (DIL)I and let S be the {diagonal) n-normal operator defined by S = 2JL i © L.-Then, R"(S) coincides with the hypoconvex hull of the set of limit points of {L,}.
Proof. If L is a limit point of {Lj}, then it readily follows from [26, Corollary 3.7] (see also [13, Corollary 4.9] ) that L G R"(S), and since R"(S) is hypoconvex one inclusion follows. In order to prove the opposite inclusion it suffices to show that if M is an irreducible matrix in R™(S), with 1 < m < «, then there exist a sequence of isometries Vy. C" -»C, j = 1, 2, ..., and a subsequence {Lk} of {Lk} such that lim,^^ \\M -ffl^Vß + W+JFjVj -vjv*Lk}\ = °-Let pk be me projection from C ® l2 = C © C" © • • • onto the A;th copy of C, k = 1, 2.Since {i^} is an orthogonal family of projections on C ® /2 such that 2"_1 Pk = 1, PkS = SPk, for every k = 1, 2,..., we can apply Lemma 1.10 to the C*-algebra C*(S) and to the irreducible w-dimensional representation <p: C*(S) -> 9ILn determined by <pS = M. Therefore, it follows that there exist m2 partial isometries WtJ on C ® /2, 1 < i,j < m, satisfying the corresponding versions of conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 1.10. Let [Pk) be a subsequence of {Pk} such that PkW\,\ =£ 0 and let e3 be a unit vector in range W^P^j = 1, 2,... . Also, let/,,... ,/m be the standard bases for C and let Wy. C"^>C <8> l2
be the linear transformation defined by Wy/¡ = WiXe¡, \ < i < m, j = lim^OS^.
-WjM\\ + ||S*W$ -WjM*\\) = 0. Now we let Vf = grange Pkj, j = 1, 2,_Then it follows that lim^OIL* Vj -VjM\\ + \\LS Vj -VjM*\\) = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. Corollary 1.12. Let X c sM^n be hypoconvex. Then there exists an n-normal operator S such that R"(S) = X, and hence ENn(X) and EN¿(X) are not empty.
Proof. Let {£,} be a sequence dense in X whose terms are repeated infinitely often, and let s = 2°^ © Ly Then the corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.11.
We close this section by showing a concrete form that weak equivalence takes on the class of essentially «-normal operators. Theorem 1.13. Let T and S be two operators on % such that R"(T) ¥= 0 and R"{S) ¥= 0. Then T ~ S if and only if there exists an isometry V in £(%) with deficiency less than n such that V*TV -S G %(%).
Proof. Since isometries with finite deficiencies are essentially unitary (i.e. unitary in the Calkin algebra) one half of the theorem is obvious. In order to prove the other half suppose that there exists W in £(DC) with irW unitary, such that W* TW -S G %(%). From [14] we can assume that W is a partial isometry with finite index k. By perturbing W with a finite rank partial isometry, we can further assume that min(dim ker W, Him ker W*) = 0, i.e. that W is an isometry or a coisometry. We suppose now that W is a coisometry (the proof of the case in which W is an isometry is similar and will be omitted). Let j be a positive integer so that 0 < nj -k < «. Notice that W*TW is unitarily equivalent to an operator that can be expressed on Theorem 1.14. Let T and S be in £(DC) such that S is an essentially n-normal operator and T is weakly equivalent to S. Then, T is also an essentially n-normal operator. The preceding remark shows that G(S¡j)G* is unitarily equivalent to 0^ ffi (Sy) and hence unitarily equivalent to the operator T. Let Z = U* WU and let R0 = ZSyZ*, 1 < i,j < n. Then the families {R¡y 1 < i,j < «} and {Sy. 1 < i,j < «} are simultaneously weakly equivalent via the operator Z (notice that itZ is unitary in 2.(91)), and since each of these families consists of essentially commuting essentially normal operators, from [10, Theorem 4.3] , it follows that these two families are simultaneously strongly equivalent, i.e. there exists a unitary Y in £(9l) such that ZSyZ* -YSyY* G DC(9l), 1 < i,j < n. In order to complete the proof of the theorem it clearly suffices to prove that the « x « operator matrix in £(9l) ® 91lB given by (^©(r®!^)^©^®!,,^))^)
has essentially commuting essentially normal entries. In order to see that the entries are essentially normal we need only check that, for 1 <j < «, the operators ZSyY* and YSjXZ* are essentially normal, and this is a consequence of the fact that ZSXjZ* -YSXJY* G DC(9l) and ZSJXZ* -YSJXY* G DC (91). In order to show that the entries of the above matrix essentially commute we use a similar argument. For instance, ZSUZ*YS0Y* -YSvY*ZSnZ* = ZSnZ*ZS0Z* -ZS0Z*ZSnZ* + ZSnZ*{YSuY* -ZS^Z*) -(YSyY* -ZSyZ*)ZSnZ* G DC(9l), for 1 < i,j < n. The proof of the theorem is complete.
2. The algebra C*(X). In this section we investigate some properties of hypoconvex sets which will be needed in the next section, and which seems to be useful for the classification problem of essentially «-normal operators.
We first introduce some terminology. Throughout, unless otherwise specified, all C*-algebras considered will be unital and separable. Given two C*-algebras â and $, Hom((£, ?B) denotes the set of all unital *-homomorphisms from & into ®. Given a compact Hausdorff space Z, the C*-algebra C(Z) ® 91L" will be identified with the C*-algebra of all « X « continuous matrix valued functions on Z. Also, given a compact subset X of 9It" we denote by C*(X) [30] the C*-subalgebra of C(X) ® 91t" generated by the identity function \: X ^ X and the constant function 1 on X. Given a sequence {Aj} in the C*-algebra &, C*({Aj}) will denote the C*-subalgebra of & generated by {Aj} and 1. The following resembles the definition of the Gelfand transform. Definition 2.1. Let & be a unital C*-algebra and let A G &. Also, let R"(A) = {L G 91t": there exists <p G Hom(C*(4), 91t") such that <pA = Z,}. Let IV C*(A)-* C*(R"(A)) be defined as follows: given L G ä"(j4), let <pL G Hom(C*G4), 91l") be the »-homomorphism determined by <pLA = L. Then, for each B G C*(A) we define TAB(L) = (p¿5.
Remark 2.2. It is easy to check that T is a surjective «-homomorphism, that is a «-isomorphism if f\<=Hom(c*04),%,)k;er<P = {0}. This occurs, for instance, if « = 1 and A is normal, in which case TA coincides with the Gelfand transform, which provides for the continuous functional calculus of C*(A). Our purpose is to make use of the generalized continuous functional calculus provided by the map TA of Definition 2.1 in order to study certain properties of the C*-algebra C*(X). Proof.
To prove the first assertion we need only show that n<p(=Hom(c%<),9it,,)ker<P = W-Thus-we let A' e C*(A), A' ¥-0, and we identify A' with the « X « matrix (B[j), where B'id G C*({£,_,}), 1 < i,j < n.
Then, since some B'k ¡ ¥= 0 for 1 < k, I < «, we can find a character u of C*({5lV}) such that uB'kJ ¥• 0. Now, if we let L = (o¡B¡yj, it follows that <pLA' =£ 0. To prove the last statement, let L G R"(A) and write L, on some basis of C, as (***) L = 2™_i © Lk, where Lk is an irreducible matrix in 911^, 2™_! nk = n, 1 < k < m. Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 2.3. In the following lemma we list some functorial properties of hypoconvexity. In order to prove part (c) let / = px and g = p ~ 1x which he in C*( Y) and C*(X), respectively. In order to complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that g ° f' -Xx and/ ° g = Xy (we check only the first one since the other one follows by symmetry). Let Pj(Xy, X*XJ -L 2, . . ., be a sequence of polynomials on the noncommutative variables Xy acD-^ X* that converges to g. Then Xx " PP~lXx = Pg = hm (xy, X*) = um Pj(f,f*) = g ° f J-»00 J-»00
Notice that this also proves that x*-G C*(f). The proof of the lemma is complete. Ço) Let X, Y G HC" and let/ G Homt*, Y). Also, let Lk G X and let Pk be a projection in 91L" such that PkLk = LkPk, 1 < k < m, and such that 2£-, Pk = 1. Then PJ(Lk) = f(Lk)Pk and /(2£-, PkLk) -2?_, ¿yiL,). Definition 2.8. From now on we shall denote by á 9H" the set of irreducible matrices in 91t". Given a hypoconvex X c 5 91L", we say that a compact subset X' of X is generating for X,iî X' consists of inequivalent matrices and (xy= x. Theorem 2.9. Let X be a hypoconvex set in 59H". Then the following statements are equivalent.
(a) There exists a generating subset X' for X. Co) There exists a nonempty compact subset X' of X such that C*(X) is *-isomorphic to C(X') ® 9lt".
(c) C*(X) is *-isomorphic to C{Z) ® 9H" for some compact Hausdorff space Z.
Proof. To see that (a) implies Co), first notice that from Corollary 2.4(b) it follows that C*(X) is »-isomorphic to C*(X'). Now, from the generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem [17, Lemma 11.1.4] and the fact that X' consists of inequivalent irreducible matrices we see that C*(X') = C^X1) ® 9H". Thus, we have proved that (a) implies Co). Since Co) implies (c) is obvious, we turn to the proof that (c) implies (a). Suppose that p: C*(X) -» C(Z) ® 9H" is a »-isomorphism and let / = px-From Lemma 2.5(b) we deduce that range / C X and since C*(f) = C*(px) = pC*(X) = C(Z) ® 91L", it follows that range/ consists of inequivalent matrices. Let Y = [range/]*, and let a: C*(X) -» C*( Y) be the »-isomorphism given by o = Tf ° p where Tf is defined as in Definition 2.1. We deduce that if we set g = ax, then g: Y -» X is bijective and g* = o. But, g = oxx -^jPXx = Yjf = Xy Since g is bijective Xy = Xx' and hence X = Y. In particular, [range/]*= X and therefore range/is a generating set for X. The proof of the theorem is complete.
Remark 2.10. (a) If X is a hypoconvex subset of í 9112, then there exists a canonical generating set X~ for X. In fact, it follows from [24, Theorem 3.1] that if « denotes the relation of unitary equivalence on 91t", and py. 91t" -» 9IL"/ä: denotes the quotient map, then there exists a continuous cross-section s: ^M^/zx^* <9\L2 of p2, i.e., p2 ° s is the identity on 91^ /« . Thus, we simply set X~ = s ° p2(X) for every hypoconvex X c í 91^.
(b) For « > 2 in general there are hypoconvex subsets of 59lLn with no generating subsets for them. Indeed, this is an easy consequence of the proof of [24, Theorem 3.2] where it is shown that there exists no continuous cross-section of the quotient map/>": 91t" -» 9Hn/« , for « > 2.
(c) If A" is a hypoconvex subset of 91L" which does not consist only of irreducible matrices, then it is easy to see that C*(X) cannot be »-isomorpbic to C(Z) ® 91t", for any compact Hausdorff space Z. We are indebted to Vern Paulsen who pointed out a mistake in an earlier version of the above remark.
3. Extensions of C*-algebras. In this section we explain how the classification problem for essentially «-normal operators can be rephrased in terms of certain classification problems in the theory of C*-algebra extensions of the ideal of compact operators on DC. A similar formulation was already used in [10] where extension theory was used to solve the classification problem for essentially normal operators. We now recall some definitions and certain background material that will be needed in the sequel.
For a (unital, separable) C*-algebra & we let E(&) be the set of all unital »-monomorphisms t: & -* S(DC). We say that t and f in E(ßL) are weakly [resp., strongly] equivalent, and we write t-V [resp., t -s One of the most remarkable generalizations of the work of Brown, Douglas and Fillmore [10] was the discovery ( [34] and [16] ) that if & is a nuclear C*-algebra then Ext(ffi) and ExrXéE) form abelian groups whose identities consist of the weak equivalence class and strong equivalence class containing E0(&), respectively (see also [3] ). In [10] The above action a defines a surjection tj: Z-»ker3>. More precisely, tj can be defined as follows: Let t0 G E0(â) and let U+ be a unilateral shift in £(DC); then for k G Z, we let -q(k) = [(irU+k)T0(irU+*k)]. Since U+k is unitarily equivalent toí/+ffií/+©---©í/+ (fc-times), it readily follows that î7 is a homomorphism. The next result (which was announced in [30]) shows that kernel of $ can be explicitly computed in certain cases. We are indebted to the referee of this paper for having suggested a simplification in our original proof of the following lemma. Proof. Since it is obvious that Sr* is a homomorphism we prove that ¥ is bijective by exhibiting an inverse *': Ext((£ ® 91L") -► Ext(éE) of ¥. Let t G E(& ® 91t") and let (e¡y. 1 < i,j < «} be the natural system of matrix units in & ® 91L". Then, {re,/ 1 < i, j < »} is a system of matrix units in S(DC) such that 2"_] re¡¡ = 1. Reasoning, for instance, as in [26, Lemma 3.1], there exists a system of matrix units { W¡y. 1 < i,j < n) in £(DC) such that irW¡¿ = re¡j and the subspace DC' = range 2"_! W¡¡ has codimension less than « in DC. Now, let V be any isometry in £(DC) such that range V = DC'. Let V;j = V*WiJV, and let t' G E(& ® 91t") be defined by r'B = itV*tBitV, B G & ® 9Jt". We deduce that { Vy) is a system of matrix units in £(DC) such that 27_, Kw = lg^ and T'e,v = rFy, 1 < i,j < «. It readily follows that there exists a unitary transformation U: DC -» DC ® C such that i/J'j ■ £/* is the « X « operator matrix in £(DC ® 91L"), all of whose entries are zero except the (i,j)th entry which is 1^. Via the unitary U, the »-monomorphism t': & ® 9lt" -» 2-(DC) can be identified with a *-monomorphism, which we still call t', from & ® 91t" into 2-(DC) ® 91t". We define now the . The above remarks show that *' is well defined and it is the inverse of ¥, as required.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a nonempty compact subset of 91t". If t G E(C(X) ® 91t") and T is an operator in £(DC) such that irT = tx, ¿Ae« T ¿y essentially n-normal and R"(T) = X. Conversely, if X is hypoconvex and T is any essentially n-normal operator such that R?(T) = X, then there exists a t in E(C(X) ® 91LJ such that tX = vT.
Proof. In order to prove the first part of the theorem, we let t': C(X) ® 91L" -> S(DC) ® 9lt", and f : C(X) -> &(DC) be the unital »-monomorphisms induced by t, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, where & = C(X), so that t' = f ® 1" and t' ~ t. Also let T in £(DC) be such that irT = t'x-Then, writing x as the « X « matrix (xy) in C(.Y) ® 91t", and representing 7" as the « X « matrix (Ty) in £(DC) ® 91t", we also have fxy = ir^Ty, 1 < i,j < n. Thus (w7V.) is an « x « matrix of commuting normal entries in S(DC), and hence 7" is an essentially «-normal operator in £(DC ® C) = £(DC) ® 9H". Let ® = C*({ît7^}). Then irT is an element of % ® 9H", and from Lemma 2.3 TvT. is a »-isomorphism from C»(ir7") onto C*(Ä"(i7-7")). Notice that -R"(w7") = ^." (7" ) and that the hypoconvex hull of the joint essential spectrum of Ty coincides with R"(T) (cf. Lemma 2.3). Let p: C*(w7")-> C*(X) be the restriction of (t')-1 to C*(irT') and let L G X. Then the map A -> pA(L), A G C*(w7") (= C*(t'x)) defines a homomorphism in Hom(C*(irT), 91L") whose value at irT is L, and hence L G R^T"). Therefore * c /^"(rO and since C*(X) and C*.(R?(Tr)) are isomorphic, from Lemma 2.5 it follows that X = R^T"). Furthermore, from the fact that t' ~ t, and Theorem 1.14, we deduce that if T is any operator in £(%) such that irT = tx, then T~T', so that T is essentially «-normal and R"(T) (= /^"(7")) = A". In order to prove the second part of the theorem, suppose that X is hypoconvex and that T is any essentially «-normal operator in £(DC) such that R"(T) = X. Also let U: % -* DC ® C be a unitary transformation such that T = £/7T/* can be identified with an « x « matrix in £(DC) ® 9IL" whose entries T'y are essentially commuting, essentially normal operators in £(DC). Notice that R?(T) = R^T1). It follows that C*(ir7") is a C*-subalgebra of C*({irTy}) ® 9H". Let Y £ 91L" be the joint essential spectrum of Ty, that the inclusion map Y-^ X induces a homomorphism 0: C(X) ® 9Itn -* C( Y) ® 9IL" whose restriction to C*(X), which we denote by 5", is a »-isomorphism onto C*(Y) such that Sx = X-Given a trivial extension t0 in E0(C(X) ® 91t"), let t, be the restriction of t0 to C*(X), and let t' = p ° 0 © to. Then t' G £(C(X) ® 91t") and t'/C*(X) = p « ?T ffi t,. Since p ° ?T © t, ,p°!r, there exists a unitary F in £(DC) such that irV*(p ° 5"x © rxx)irV = p ° 9"X = ^^'» so that if we define t in E(C(X) ® 91tJ by t>< = irU* V*t'AitVU we obtain an extension of C(X) ® 91L" with the required properties.
Employing arguments similar to those given in the above proof we can obtain the following corollary, which gives an alternative proof of Corollary 1.12. The following theorem can be used to effectively compute ENn(X) for an important class of hypoconvex sets. 
Î».
Tf.
Exf(C(X)® 91LJ í¿ Exf(C*(A-)) Exf(C(y)® 91LJ ^ Exf(C*(X))
Since f» and f * are isomorphisms, the map äx and £%-are onto and our claim is established. In particular, the map v (introduced in Remark 3.7) is an isomorphism from Ext(C*(X)) = Ext^Z) onto ENn(X). Let X = v ° f " « *,
where Sr* is as in Lemma 3.4. Then À is an isomorphism from Ext(y) onto EN"(X). Now the proof of the theorem is completed by using Lemma 3.3, and observing that the following diagram is commutative:
Remark 3.10. The above theorem allows us to apply the machinery developed in [11] and [22] . In particular, if y is homotopically equivalent to a subset of the plane, then EN"(X) is isomorphic to the first cohomology group of y, and if y is homotopically equivalent to a subset of C2, then ENn(X) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the first Steenrod homology group of Y with the third Steenrod homology group of Y. , it follows that EN2(X) s Ext(y) s Z2, and hence kernel t* = EN2(X) = 7^ ^ {0} (notice that Hom(TI^(X), Z) is torsion free).
Our next objective is to prove the homotopy invariance of ENn(-) and EN¿(-). We start with the following lemma whose proof is elementary and will be omitted. 1), is the identity on EN*C$>n) while h(0ym is the zero homomorphism. Our final task in this section is to present a partial answer to a question raised in [30] . Remark 3.19 . It is well known that if every irreducible representation of C*(T) is at most «-dimensional, then the operator T can be expressed as T = 2£_i © Tk, where Tk is a fc-normal and some summands might be missing (cf. [12] ). In particular, if C*(T) is «-homogeneous, i.e. if every irreducible representation of C*(T) is «-dimensional, then T must be «-normal. For « > 2, it is not known (and likely to be false) whether the Calkin algebra version of the last fact holds. The following theorem shows that for « < 2 this question has a positive answer. Proof. It readily follows that if every irreducible representation of ir(C*(T)) is at most 2-dimensional, then the map TvT: C*(irT) -» C*(R2(itT)) (cf. Definition 2.1) is an isomorphism. Now let t = (iVj.)-1, and let X = R2(irT) (= R2(T)). Since, by hypothesis, every irreducible representation of ir(C*(T)) (and hence of C*(X)) is 2 dimensional, we deduce that X is a hypoconvex subset of 5 91^. From Remark 2.10 we then see that there exists a generating set for X. As we remarked previously, the inclusion map Y^*X induces a »-isomorphism f: C*(X)^>C*(Y) and a »-homomorphism 0:
C(X) ® 91LJ -> C(Y) ® 91^. Therefore, the following diagram is commutative:
Since (id), and £, are isomorphisms, it follows that Zx is surjective. In particular, if t is as above, then [t] G range of Zx, and hence T is essentially binormal. 4 . Toeplitz operators on strongly pseudoconvex domains. In this section we apply the results of preceding ones to obtain a homotopic property of Toeplitz operators with matricial continuous symbols on strongly pseudoconvex domains. We start by proving some few facts concerning the C*-algebra generated by the set of Toeplitz operators. Our presentation follows the pattern of [15] .
In what follows, ß will denote a strongly pseudoconvex domain (also called strictly Levi-pseudoconvex, cf. [20] ) in C" with smooth boundary. L2(ß) will denote the Hubert space of all complex valued square integrable functions on ß with respect to Lebesgue measure, and H2(Q) will denote the subspace of all holomorphic functions in L2(ß). We shall denote by P: L2(Q) -» H2(Q) the (orthogonal) projection onto H2(Q), and k(z, w), (z, w) G ß X ß (the Bergman kernel [5] ) will denote the reproducing kernel of H2(Q). We recall that for each w G ß, k(-, w) G H2(Q) and for every / G L2(ß), Pf(z) = jak(z,w)f(w)dw.
In particular, k(z, w) -2jl i gj(z)gj(w), where {gjj = 1, 2,.. . } is an orthonormal basis for H2(ß). From [23] it follows that k(z, w) is a C" function up to the boundary of ß X ß, except for the diagonal {(z, w) G 3ß X 3ß: z = w). Also, for z G ß, k(z, z) > 0, and limr_>Zo k(z, z) = oo for every z0 G 3ß (see [7] ).
Definition 4.1 (see [33] ). Given <p G C(ß), we denote by M9 the operator on L2(ß) defined by multiplication by <p, and by Tv the operator on H2(Q) defined by TJ = P<pf = PMJ,f G H2(Q). Also, the norm closed subalgebra of £(L2(ß)) generated by all the operators 7^, <p G C(ß), will be denoted by g-(ß). shown that if <p|3ß = 0 and <p G C°°(ß), then 7^, is compact. Thus one half of part Ço) follows using the same argument employed previously. For the other half of part Co), suppose that T^ is compact for some <p G C(ß). Let z0 be an arbitrary point in 3ß, let {z,} be a sequence in ß that converges to Zq, and let fj be the function in H2(ti) defined by fj(z) = k(z, Zj)/[k(zp zy/\1/2, j = 1, 2,..., z G ß. It readily follows, using the fact that k is a reproducing kernel, that \\ fj\\ = I for j = I, 2, ... . Also, from [23] we see that for every open neighborhood « of z0, fj^-C °°(ß \ w) and converges uniformly to zero on ß \ u. Therefore, hm ||[7; -<p(z0)]fy\\2 < lim f \<p(w) -<p(z0)\2\fj(w)\2dw = 0. Definition 4.5. Let DC = H2(Q) ® C and let P" = P ® 1", where 1" is the identity matrix in 91L". Given <p G C(fi) ® 91t" define Tv on DC by T^x = P"(px, x G DC. Also, let !Fn(ß) be the norm closed subalgebra of £(DC) generated by Tv, for <p G C(3ß) ® 9H". Proof. Since the first part of the theorem follows immediately from the definitions of the maps involved, we shall be concerned with the second half. Let Z, = oBm = Z2, let Z be the disjoint union of Zx and Z2 with the base point identified, and let g: dBm -» Z be the map that collapses the equator of dBm to the base point. Let As pointed out already in Remark 4.9(a), the map £, is not always injective. On the other hand, from Theorem 4.14 it can be deduced that |, is not always surjective. Indeed, this is the case when X is the subset of R2 which is the closure of {(x, \sin(ir/x)\): 0 < x < 1} U {(x, -sin irx), 0 < x < 1}.
It is reasonable to expect that, for n > 1 and some suitable notion for higher order connectivity of a hypoconvex subset X in 91t", the map £, be an isomorphism. More generally, we believe, that at least in the case in which X is arcwise connected and ENn(X) = EN¿(X), the knowledge of Hm(X), 1 < m < n, will provide enough information about the hypoconvex set X in 9IL" so that EN"(X) can be effectively computed for « > 1. To this end, the problems to be considered are the following: Ren(S) = X, such that T ~ 7;» ffi S?
